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ABSTRACT: This article distinguishes Usage of Collatz Conjecture in cryptography. In particular, how 

we can hash information using the “3n+1” algorithm. We review a new method of irreversible hash and 

its usage in the modern world using,“3x+1” problem. 
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Introduction: 

    Hashing is the process of transforming any given key or a string of characters into another value. This 

is usually represented by a shorter, fixed-length value or key that represents and makes it easier to find or 

employ the original string. 

The most popular use for hashing is the implementation of hash tables. A hash table stores key and value 

pairs in a list that is accessible through its index. Because key and value pairs are unlimited, the hash 

function will map the keys to the table size. A hash value then becomes the index for a specific element. 

A hash function generates new values according to a mathematical hashing algorithm, known as a hash 

value or simply a hash. To prevent the conversion of hash back into the original key, a good hash always 

uses a one-way hashing algorithm. 

Hashing is relevant to -- but not limited to -- data indexing and retrieval, digital signatures, cybersecurity 

and cryptography. 

 

 

Collatz Conjecture: 

 

The Collatz conjecture is one of the most famous unsolved problems in mathematics. The 

conjecture asks whether repeating two simple arithmetic operations will eventually transform every 

positive integer into 1. 

The Collatz conjecture states that the orbit of every number under f eventually reaches 1. And 

while no one has proved the conjecture, it has been verified for every number less than 268. So if you’re 

looking for a counterexample, you can start at around 300 quintillion [1]. 

It’s easy to verify that the Collatz conjecture is true for any particular number: Just compute the orbit until 

you arrive at 1.  
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The importance of Collatz Conjecture in cryptography 

 

By implementing the Collatz conjecture in cryptography we create an irreversible hash. Unlike 

encryption, Cryptographic Hash Functions are one-way. Once encrypted,  you can never decrypt them 

even if you have the exact hashing algorithm that was used for the encryption [2].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Encryption works in that way: 

 

1) We divide the alphabet into 13 pairs and mark each letter with ones and zeros.  

The default corresponding number of each letter is zero and it becomes one only when the letter appears 

in the word [3]. 

 

(For example we turn word “hello” in given binary table) 
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2) After the first step of encryption, we add a special number to every sum of ones that correspond 

to a letter that was used in a given word. We do not add a special number to pairs where one 

doesn't appear. Special numbers are the same every time and are generated by adding the index 

of each letter in the same pair [4]. You can view it here: 

 
 

3) After this step of encryption, we are left with the following result: 00121602503200000 

 

So on step 1 enc(k)("hello") = 00121602503200000 

After turning our string into a number hash we are going to use the 3x+1 problem to hash it even 

better and make it irreversible. The 3x+1 problem or so-called Collatz problem allows us to create a hash 

that will be impossible to decrypt because of its random pattern.  

From the above hash, we ignore zeros and put every other number we got into a Collatz function. 

That means we will use the 3x+1 algorithm on 12,16,25 and 32. After finishing the algorithm we take the 

highest number in the Collatz tree and correspond it to the number that was used. If two different numbers 
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have the same highest number in the algorithm then we just choose 2-nd highest (except starting number) 

and so on [5,6].  

 

Now, let's watch each step: 

 
 

16 -->8 -->4 -->2 -->1 

The highest number in this algorithm is 16 itself. 

So enc(k)("h") = enc(k)(16) = 16 

 

 

——————————————————————————————————————— 

 

 
12 -->6 -->3 -->10 -->5 -->16 -->8 -->4 -->2 -->1 
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The highest number in this algorithm is also 16 so we choose the 2nd highest number (except 

starting number),which is 10. 

soenc(k)("e") = enc(k)(12) = 10 

——————————————————————————————————————— 

 
25 -->76 -->38 -->19 -->58 -->29 -->88 -->44 -->22 -->11 -->34 -->17 -->52 -->26 -->13 -->40 -->20 --

>10 -->5 -->16 -->8 -->4 -->2 -->1 

The highest number in this algorithm is 88 so enc(k)("l") = enc(k)(25) = 88. Since "l" is used twice 

in hello, we put 88 twice in a final hash. 

——————————————————————————————————————— 

 

 
32 -->16 -->8 -->4 -->2 -->1 

Highest number in this algorithm is 32 so enc(k)("o") = enc(k)(32) = 32. 
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–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

 

After finishing our last step we are left with a hash that looks like this: 1610888832 so enc(k)("hello") = 

enc(k)(00121602503200000) = 1610888832 

After the whole hashing process word "hello" turned into a 1610888832. We would like to prove why it's 

impossible to decrypt a hash generated by our algorithm. Even if the attacker knows the method that was 

used they won't be  able to decrypt the hash because of a simple reason. The Collatz problem. They won't 

be able to find the exact 

number that was used as a starting point in our algorithm. Even If starting number might not change after 

the algorithm (like it happened with "h" when 16 was = 16) it is still impossible. Let's say the attacker 

knows that 88 was the highest number in our algorithm [7]. They put 88 in the Collatz conjecture 

algorithm and are left with the next problem: 

 

88 -->44 -->22 -->11 -->34 -->17 -->52 -->26 -->13 -->40 -->20 -->10 -->5 -->16 -->8 -->4 -->2 -->1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The attacker might think that they will be able to find the number we used to hash but in reality, they have 

to do the 

reverse path search [8]. To make it simple, we used the number 25 to get the number 88, and even if the 

attacker uses the back road: 

 

reverse: 

88 -->29 -->58 -->19 -->38 -->76 -->25 

They will keep on going because of a simple reason. The attacker won't know where to stop. Our hashed 

number was 

25 but the attacker will keep on searching for the starting number: 

88 -->29 -->58 -->19 -->38 -->76 -->25 -->50 --> and so on. 

 

 

Conclusion: 

In the given article, we overviewed hashing and explained why and how Collatz Conjecture 

(3x+1 Problem) can be used in cryptography. We discussed an algorithm which sorts the English alphabet 

in 13 pairs and creates a binary table where each binary number corresponds to a specific letter. After the 

first stage of hashing our algorithm sums all the ones in the same row and adds a special number to each 

result. Final step is to put the result into a Collatz conjecture algorithm and pick the highest number in the 

path. 

 Over 80 years Collatz problem remains unsolved, so implementing it in cryptography gives a 

new, unique method of hashing which is irreversible and can’t be decrypted. 
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